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Subject: Oil and Gas use questions (answers below in red are from the developer of the
Granular Formula)
There is no request for pH of the fluids, type of bacteria seen in the well, or most importantly,
how much H2S is being produced in the gas and what is the gas rate?
The H2S levels are checked prior to treatment in both the gas and water phase. It is important
for us to understand before each treatment how strong the H2S is and where the H2S
is coming from but not the driving force of the protocol of the treatment. In most scavengers
there are scientific values needed for the product such as triazine "C3H3N3" which is a
commonly used product because it is used as a non-regenerator. This means it is used to
help stop the regeneration of sulfide not eliminate it. Therefore, we must continually treat
for the H2S in the gas, and this is why most treatments with triazine will not eliminate H2S
in the water phase. Our Hypochlorous Acid "HOCl" eliminates bacteria that cause Iron Sulfide
generation and has the neutralizing properties by pulling the hydrogen away from the sulfide
making them inert.
The reason we do not ask about the pH of the production water is because we are near neutral
and do not affect the current water in the well, which is important if you are trying to eliminate
the risk of scale. When we use some of our other products with either a much high or lower
pH this becomes much more important. "HOCl" in its current state is a natural scale inhibitor
because of its neutral pH abilities. We do not sell it as such, but this is an added bonus
when used as a scavenger.
Bacteria are the main culprit in the generation of Iron Sulfide which produces H2S. From
the very beginning of our studies of the effects of our HOCl as a biocide, we have learned
from independent labs across the country that HOCl is one of the most effective products in
eliminating any ARB's or SRB's found in Oilfield production. This includes very difficult to
eliminate biofilm which protects bacteria. The studies show by using lab incubation protocol,
ATP testing, and bug bottle protocol we need the following to have success:
1- At least 30 ppm "Parts per million" of the FAC "Free available chlorine" in the production
fluid for a minimum of 30 minutes.
2- A minimum of 500 ORP "Oxidation Reduction Potential" in the treated fluids for
a minimum of 15 minutes.
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3- A maximum or 7500 ATP found in the fluid after treatment.
Therefore, according to extensive lab studies, the HOCl efficacy reports, and my extensive
10 years of experience with HOCl in about every application in the Oil and Gas market we try
to focus on a minimum of 30 ppm "Parts per million" FAC "Free available Chlorine" in the
down hole fluids.
This is why we ask the questions we ask; however, I do think it is important to understand
the amount of H2S we are dealing with in the gas and water phase for safety reasons so we
will add that to our report. Thanks for bringing that to our attention.
How is 1/17th of the total produced liquids contributing to a treatment rate. And what are we
treating for, as the excel sheet does not ask for the % H2S in the gas rate, nor does it ask for the
gas rate.
See above.
Where you state the product is less harmful on the environment, the SDS is clearly highlighting a
very strong product that is harmful to the environment and has lasting effects.
Its UN3077 and needs HAZMAT transport and handling requirements, so I see no benefit were
the Product Data Sheet highlights that benefit.
The compositions shown in the SDS state >50% HOCl, but significant quantities of 4 other chemicals
that would contribute to the active ingredients making the solution effective. This is not clear.
As with any heavily concentrated chemistry in its full concentrated formula it becomes
hazardous, and Government regulatory programs require it to be labeled as such in case
of a spill or direct contact. In its liquid form HOCL is not hazardous up to 10,000PPM
according to these same regulatory programs.
When asked for pricing, you mention that totally depends on the well fluid and problem contaminates.
You must have some basic knowledge of the costs. You must be able to give a range of product
performance. If for example I was given H2S optimizer at a certain concentration, then, what is the
cost of the product I received? 2,10,20,50 cents per lb.?
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This price is based upon volume discounting.
As discussed above the treatment is based upon fluid production and the ppm of the solution
needed to treat the H2S issue in the system. There is no way to give a quote to treat a well
without knowing the baseline questions for that well. I can give customers examples of other
wells and the cost to treat but these are only examples not hard cost.
In any chemical applications in the Oil and Gas markets cost per gallon of chemical is
provided but the exact amount of these products fluctuates as the well increases production,
decreases production, or has any other variables come up. This is why chemical companies
are always increasing the injection pumps or dialing them back until it's all figured out.
In these situations, the volume of chemistry is either turned up as the H2S issues increase
or turned down as they decrease.
Unlike typical H2S scavenging chemistry HOCL is designed to eliminate the H2S or the cause
of the H2S in the system does not mask it of slow it down until its passed on downstream
making it someone else’s problem.
Dosages for Treatment, Track Record, Efficiency, Effectiveness of the use of the products before
and after in a case study will go a long way in helping to introduce the products to let the operators
know what they can expect. You'll get nowhere by telling the client it depends on your given subject
well, its troubles and the response you send us in the excel spreadsheet that never asks any
questions about % H2S and in what gas rate? No request for samples to analyze the SRB's.
Case studies without client acknowledgement may be useful, but studies with client approval always
go further.
It is true we do not ask for a lot of the data you are referring to. In my experience I cannot
validate the exact problem, H2S, or where the measured H2S comes from or if it is produced
geothermically (formation) or from bacteria in the system. In most cases the simple results
pulled from a producer or competitive chemical supplier is not enough for us to fully
understand the problems.
Everyone measures these issues differently from distinct locations. We are about learning
everything
we can about each system we treat. This means knowing exactly what problems we face
with H2S, where this H2S is being produced, and what is needed to eliminate it from
the source.
Typical treatments in the past have always been trying to mask the problem on the surface
or in surface equipment long enough to pass the problem off to others.
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In our treatment we do much more testing than anyone would normally do to find out the
exact cause of the issue and after we do our testing we know exactly if we can help or what
is needed to ELIMINATE the H2S from the system. We do not rely on the simple testing done
by the producers or other chemical companies to treat such an important problem.
I have never met a chemical company that tells their customers all wells are the same
and they can expect the same results across the board with their treatments.
Every treatment I have ever seen has variables and these variables dictate the success
of the treatment.
I have built my success on telling my customers that each treatment is based on each of
these subject wells and by knowing each detail of these wells we can fix the problems they
have and not just send them a bill each much for treating symptoms every day. This is why
in my 10 years of experience I have never been marked to any failure in a well. I do not know
any other chemical company that can say that.
The product data sheet makes reference to a unit called FAC. The first use of the unit should
have it spell out what FAC means. (Flowing Actual Concentration?)
FAC stand for "Free Available Chlorine" and is the most commonly used term in the chemical
world among oxidizers, biocides, and water treatment products. This is the same term used
to treat almost all municipality drinking water and swimming pools. It is very safe
and because of the HOCL’s near neutral pH it is very safe in any of the production
processes we use.
Typical H2S Scavengers get applied b/w 15ppm and 45ppm, so when you indicate 900
to 1200 ppm, this assumes a large volume of your product is needed and as such you need
to have a price point that reflects the affordability of the product. AS it stands, it looks like
you need more than 20 times the amount of product than would someone using Triazine.
Every chemistry used in the oil and gas market is measure by ppm, but this does not mean
all the products used have the same strength. HOCl cannot be calculated using the same
number because it is truly apples to bananas, any two can be completely different in every
aspect except for both being fruit.
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As indicated above our goal is to have a 30ppm active solution in the fluids of the well.
K,/2+32&*'%3/*#17%/1"./?1*0/2,/'1/6*7%/*/ER885/*&'27%/,10"'21+/2+/'6%/
This is done my calculating the fluid volume and figuring out how much of the 900ppm
40"23,/14/'6%/-%00@/<62,/2,/31+%/5G/&*0&"0*'2+?/'6%/40"23/710"5%/*+3/42?".2+?/
or 1,200ppm
solution is needed to dilute the fluid in the well no less than the desired 30ppm.
1"'/61-/5"&6/14/'6%/^RR885/1./QISRR885/,10"'21+/2,/+%%3%3/'1/320"'%/'6%/
We do not
use any concentration higher than 1,200ppm in a well bore.
40"23/2+/'6%/-%00/+1/0%,,/'6*+/'6%/3%,2.%3/ER885@/L%/31/+1'/",%/*+G/

&1+&%+'.*'21+/62?6%./'6*+/QISRR885/2+/*/-%00/#1.%@/!
Potassium
!! Hydroxide or Peroxide has been used in concentrations of 10 to 20% solutions
Q.-%))#*:!46'1.C#'+!.1!Q+1.C#'+!0%)!7++&!*)+'!#&!8.&8+&-1%-#.&)!.2!>N!-.!FNE!
of Sodium
Hydroxide or Potassium Hydroxide may be normal to see, but its cost is relative
).$*-#.&)!.2!;.'#*:!46'1.C#'+!.1!Q.-%))#*:!46'1.C#'+!:%6!7+!&.1:%$!-.!)++5!7*-!#-)!
to Triazine
when doing so.
8.)-!#)!1+$%-#H+!-.!/1#%W#&+!90+&!'.#&<!).A!
!
Potassium
Hydroxide or Sodium Hydroxide are not used as an H2S scavenger.
!!/
!!!!!P1'*,,2"5/=G3.1U23%/1./!132"5/=G3.1U23%/*.%/+1'/",%3/*,/*+/=
They are high pH degreasers and would not be in the same category as Triazine
not to
,&*7%+?%.@/<6%G/*.%/62?6/8=/3%?.%*,%.,/*+3/-1"03/+1'/#%/2+/'6%/,*5%/
mention their chemistry has zero scavenging ability. Peroxide at the standard 33% or even
&*'%?1.G/*,/<.2*B2+%/+1'/'1/5%+'21+/'6%2./&6%52,'.G/6*,/B%.1/,&*7%+?2+?/
the light
weight 3% found in the drug store is highly corrosive in nature and is very hazardous
*#202'G@/P%.1U23%/*'/'6%/,'*+3*.3/EE_/1./%7%+/'6%/02?6'/-%2?6'/E_/41"+3/2+/
in any down
hole application.
'6%/3."?/,'1.%/2,/62?60G/&1..1,27%/2+/+*'".%/*+3/2,/7%.G/6*B*.31",/2+/*+G/
31-+/610%/*8802&*'21+@/!
Lastly, the
/////!industry has come to price their products by the total weight of the calculated
quantitya%)-$65!-0+!#&'*)-16!0%)!8.:+!-.!31#8+!-0+#1!31.'*8-)!76!-0+!-.-%$!9+#<0-!.2!-0+!
of Sulphur using the total amount of H2S. The norm is $6 to $7 of product cost for
!;A!/0+!&.1:!#)!bc!-.!b@!.2!
every lb.8%$8*$%-+'!,*%&-#-6!.2!;*$30*1!*)#&<!-0+!-.-%$!%:.*&-!.2!4
of Sulphur determined to be in the gas rate.
31.'*8-!8.)-!2.1!+H+16!$7A!.2!;*$30*1!'+-+1:#&+'!-.!7+!#&!-0+!<%)!1%-+A!
Seems !!
like you can produce a cost estimate based on a given matrix of rate calculations
;++:)!$#D+!6.*!8%&!31.'*8+!%!8.)-!+)-#:%-+!7%)+'!.&!%!<#H+&!:%-1#C!.2!1%-+!8%$8*$%-#.&)!
for various wells.
2.1!H%1#.*)!9+$$)A!
T.&8+&-1%-#.&!
E!4!;!
.2!;*$2%-+!
"#$!X%-+!
G%-+1!X%-+! (%)!X%-+!
BQJ!<1%H#-6! 8.&-+&-!#&!
X+'*8#&<!
<%)!
\%8-+1#%!
a.9!
a.9!
4#<0!
a#<0-!
a.9!
a.9!
a.9!
4#<0!
4#<0!
4+%H6!
a.9!
a.9!
P#'!
P#'!
a.9!
4+%H6!
4#<0!
4#<0!
!
!
!
!
!
:6!&.1:%$!
FNN!\"QI! >N!\"QI!
>!PP;T]!
MS!'+<!BQJ! FE!4F;!
!>SN!:<?a#-+1!
!!
Low Rates
are 1 - 20 barrels per day
a.9!X%-+)!%1+!>!d!FN!7%11+$)!3+1!'%6!
Mid Rates
are 20-100 barrels per day
P#'!X%-+)!%1+!FNd>NN!7%11+$)!3+1!'%6!
High Rates
are 100 - 1500 barrels per day
4#<0!X%-+)!%1+!>NN!d!>SNN!7%11+$)!3+1!'%6!
Low Gas
Rate is anything less than 200 SCF/day
a.9!(%)!X%-+!#)!%&6-0#&<!$+))!-0%&!FNN!;T]?'%6!
Mid GasP#'!(%)!X%-+!#)!FNN!-.!FNNN!;T]?'%6!
Rate is 200 to 2000 SCF/day
4#<0!(%)!X%-+!#)!FNNN!;T]?'%6!.1!:.1+!
High Gas
Rate is 2000 SCF/day or more
!"#$%&'()"))%#&*&+,-./%#01#%)$/%.2!
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Less than 1% H2S is low
Mid H2S is from 1% to 5% H2S
High H2S is more than 5%
Our HOCl product has never fallen under industry standard or a "commonly used" process.
I am one of the only HOCl products used successfully in the Oil and Gas market and have
done it based upon research and experience for 10 years. I do not use the same rates you
show above because these rates may only apply to Triazines and the method Triazine uses
against the regeneration of the sulfide creating H2S.
HOCl is a completely different chemistry and scavenges using a completely different process
against H2S. Instead of trying to hide it and push the problem onto someone else downstream
HOCl is designed to pull the elements apart making them inert. It is much safer to use
and becomes much more cost effective by eliminating the H2S instead of treating daily to
keep it under control.
Our customers pay for the HOCl treatments because they know that once we find the issue,
we will eliminate the problem. This means the only chemical treatments they will pay for in
the future is a maintenance treatment when needed. Unlike the constant treatments
and billings of the other chemical suppliers that rely on keeping the system sick but under
control forever to keep their treatments being used on the system.
If you want to work with our chemistry, we will answer any questions, solve all the concerns,
and provide anything we can to help your success.
Please address all your questions to The FutureWell Group, if a call needs to be scheduled
with me, I am available just set up a time through either Jonathan or Karie.
Once you choose to do a test well, we will be there with our FutureWell Group team
throughout the first treatment and for training well to well as we move forward.

